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if you choose to turn on tailored experiences, we will use your windows diagnostic data (required or optional as you have selected) to offer you personalized tips, ads, and recommendations to enhance microsoft experiences. if you have selected required as your diagnostic data setting, personalization is based on information about your device, its settings and
capabilities, and whether it is performing properly. if you have selected optional, personalization is also based on information about how you use apps and features, plus additional information about the health of your device. however, we do not use information about the websites you browse, the content of crash dumps, speech, typing, or inking input data for
personalization when we receive such data from customers who have selected optional. microsoft is committed to transparency and sharing our efforts to help enable a better, more helpful, and more secure microsoft. through this privacy statement, we provide you details regarding our privacy practices. we want you to understand the information we collect,

how we use it, and how we share it. the message below is a reminder that we have implemented changes to comply with the new eu general data protection regulation. if you'd like additional details about how we store and process the data, we will provide more information in our future privacy disclosures. if you have any questions about this privacy statement,
please contact us. we look forward to hearing from you. we work to make microsoft edge a safe and productive browsing experience by using some of your web history (for example, the websites you visit, pages you view, and searches) to create an intelligent list of web pages (the recommended reading list). we use that list to help you find relevant web pages
and we recommend them based on your activity history. we also use the recommendations to generate our web browsing based on your interests. this personalization uses information that we get from you and your web browsing habits when you browse the web. you can control how your interest information and browsing history is used as part of the microsoft

edge browser settings. learn more about microsoft edge web browsing settings
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entering your email address when needed is required when accessing some of
microsofts websites or applications. this is to help protect our sites from spam. your
email address will be provided with an email to a specific address and your name

will be associated with your given email address. as the administrator for your
account, we will use your email address to respond to emails sent to it. if you do not
want us to use your email address or if you change your email address, you can do

so in your account settings. by using your email address, we may also receive
information from the application or website that you accessed or used. the servers

on which you sign up for minecraft can often be quite busy and you will need to
prioritize your items. for faster results, it is best to prioritize jobs first. most of our
servers require players to reach a certain level to enter the server. you can filter

players by game and mode. players on the server can report any problems by using
the in-game chat or by reporting them to us. many of our servers are relatively new
and need a large amount of space before they reach a stable state. if you already

have an account on our site, please login here and select your desired server to join.
if you are a new user, please register and choose your server to join. in either case,
you will receive an email with more information on how to connect to your chosen
server. when you exit the game, minecraft closes all of the open windows or files,

including chat windows or chat rooms and the information for those windows or files
is deleted. you also lose your progress and your achievements for that session.
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